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please contact: 

+972-54-2178031
itai@weknow.network

www.weknow.network

The market failure

Fully automated managed marketplace

    We offer major improvements in every aspect

Our platform offers businesses the easiest access to 
affordable professional tailored reports and insights. Backed 
by strong validations from hundreds of industry experts and 
potential customers we aim to become category leaders in 
the market research industry. 

While others spend weeks on understanding their research needs, searching and interviewing, evaluating and 
negotiating - our professional analysts are already working on your research. Our intuitive, fully automated processes 
combines technology with behavioral economies principals which takes you less then 10 minutes to complete. 

5%
Only

do it.
96%
believe market 
research is essential 
for business success

Underserved
blue ocean
Try but fail 
to complete
purchase 

95%

15 years of entrepreneurship 
experience in internet platforms, 
mobile app and  e-commerce 

Managed companies from 
concept to multi-million dollar 
sales

Market research domain expert 
with 15+ years experience 

Former head of consulting 
at Frost & Sullivan

Former finance director, digital 
marketing company

Senior software architect
with 20+ years experience

Former clients include Logic, 
Retalix, Jelly Button, Rafael 
CyberArk, Microsoft

 Open source contributor

 2nd time co-founder 

Itai Reshef | CEO Nadav Ofir | CBOBnaya Eshet | CTO

Itai Reshef

Existing market
5%

$15B
Poor experience 
& quality
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Easily map your needs with 
our virtual industry expert. 

Choose from modular pricing 
and timeframe options 
according to your needs.

You’re done! Our matching and unique 
mechanism will deliver your tailored 
research made by analysts with a 
100% money back guarantee.  

Create your brief Set budget and timeline Congratulations! 

Only 5% of companies conduct professional market 
research (PMR), even though all agree that PMR is 
essential for healthy business conduct. The lengthy 
initial process of searching for & appointing a research 
analyst, defining scope & commissioning a project, 
and the associated high costs, are the reasons for 
such a low participation rate and the main source of 
frustration among those who do conduct PMR.

Auto Scoping Auto Pricing Auto Matching Auto QAing

 in less then 10 minutes of your time

Saving
Time

X60 X2 X20 100%

Saving
Money

Certainty for 
Quality

Allow 
Accessibility

Founders - full time since Oct 19 
Raised capital from global market research executives
Grant awarded -  Israel Innovation Authority
Graduated from the AWS accelerator

Patent pending
An active multinational network of analysts
Initial revenues
Enterprise customer


